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May 13, 2020 

 

 

Project:    Purchase and Installation of Classroom Amplification Systems 

 

 

1. Rationale 

 

The Mission statement of the Eastford Board of Education reads:  We pledge to provide every 

one of Eastford’s children entrusted to our care with the very best education to meet individual 

needs, to maintain a nurturing and caring environment, and to ensure for each child the 

necessary preparation for a productive and fulfilling life in our changing world. 

 

As such, the purchase and installation of classroom amplification systems is recommended to 

more fully implement that mission. 

 

Further, classroom amplification is required to meet the needs of identified students with 

disabilities who require accommodations specified in IEPs (Individual Education Plans) or 

Section 504 Plans.  

 

2. Long Range Plan/Goals 

 

The Board of Education lists the following relevant goals: 

# 7:   to strive to provide appropriate programs and services for students with special 

intellectual, physical, and emotional needs. 

#16:  to strive to provide a safe and orderly environment conducive to the learning process. 

 

3. The Project 

 

Acquisition of classroom amplification (also known as sound field) systems is proposed to 

meet the Board goals for individual students as well as for improving the whole-school 

environment.   

● Each year, there are specific students who are identified with disabilities that require 

amplification. Students with diagnosed auditory processing problems or hearing loss 

can benefit from classroom amplification systems whether they have personal hearing 

aids or FM systems or not. (FM systems are now being replaced with newer technology, 

DM--Digital Modulation, and the term FM/DM will be used throughout this document).  

When recommended by an audiologist, the student’s personal system requires that a 

microphone be carried and given to the teacher and the student wears a personal 

system. Some students are reluctant to be seen passing the microphone to each 
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teacher; even those who are willing to do so then carry the responsibility of the safety 

and functioning of the equipment (charging batteries, cleaning their earpieces, etc.)  For 

some students, these obstacles are too great and the personal FM/DM system is 

abandoned. However, for students who are invested in--and manage well--a personal 

system will also benefit from the classroom system.  These newer systems can 

interface directly with the personal, thus reducing the noise and distractions that might 

otherwise be overwhelming to someone with auditory processing disorders or hearing 

loss. The analogy that is used is that the personal system “puts the sound right in their 

ears” and eliminates the noise between the teacher (or other speaker) and the student. 

 

● Further, research has shown the benefits of classroom amplification for all students, not 

just those with auditory processing problems or hearing loss.  Students with attention 

deficit disorders benefit from a louder, clearer signal.  When they spend less energy to 

attend to the teacher’s voice, they can focus upon the information they should learn. 

Further, if the signal (teacher’s voice or narration from a video, for example) is louder 

with respect to the ambient noise in a classroom, they are better able to hear, process, 

and respond accordingly. Examples include: 

○ The student is more likely to hear the teacher’s directions (the first time given) 

and therefore more likely to complete tasks as needed. 

○ The student is less fatigued and more able to devote mental energy to tasks, 

thus increasing their time on task and skill acquisition. 

○ Students who need frequent reminders to “listen” and “pay attention” may be 

subject to negative perceptions of themselves and peers.  

 

● Students with sensory processing difficulties can be overwhelmed in large, loud spaces 

such as the gym or auditorium.  Amplification helps all to focus and when seated near to 

the tower/speaker, the individual is less likely to be disturbed by background noise.  

 

● Research has demonstrated improved behavior and discipline in general when 

classroom amplification systems are used.  Students hear the information more clearly 

and attend to instruction more closely. 

 

● In amplified classrooms, teachers’ and students’ voices are less subject to vocal cord 

fatigue; the microphone increases the volume rather than having the teacher or student 

need to talk louder.  This can translate to better vocal hygiene and reduced 

absenteeism from laryngitis.  
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4. Equipment Requested 

 

Classroom amplification systems desired include a portable tower (which includes the 

wearable microphone, usually worn by the teacher) a charging station and a pass-around 

microphone (to allow amplification of student’s voices during classroom instruction).   

 

 

● 15 systems would provide a dedicated tower in each classroom PK-8, as well as 

5 new systems for each of the specials areas. Currently, Eastford has several 

students with hearing loss, auditory processing disorders, and attention deficit 

disorders; their ages range from PK through middle school, thus systems are 

required in all instructional areas, including art, PE (gym/cafeteria), 

Spanish/Health, library and music.  Obtaining all 15 systems now would provide 

consistency among all classrooms and teachers and it would prepare us for 

subsequent years. The two older systems could be retired yet remain available 

for backup.  Further: 

○ Library:  Amplification would benefit public meetings, such as the Board of 

Education. Many times, the audience is small, but like the entire school, 

the acoustics are less than ideal with the hard walls and floors. 

○ PE/Lunch:  As described above, an amplification system in Lunch and PE 

can improve student attention, behavior, and safety. Further, this space is 

sometimes used for public assembly and the classroom amplification 

system might replace the need for a separate speaker system, eliminating 

setup time.  

Specific models requested are FRONT ROW Juno systems with specifications 

listed below.  No specific installation is required, though the company will provide 

support for school staff who unpack and install the systems. 

 

○ JN-SYS BT 1000-00057 Juno with Bluetooth which includes: 
■ Juno tower with Bluetooth (JN-SYS-BT), ITR-01 Juno Tower Receiver, 

ITM-02 Pendant Microphone Kit, OptivoiceTM technology, PrioriteachTM 
technology, Bluetooth Audio Receiver, USB cable, 5-year warranty 

 

○ FRJ 1000-00040 ISM-02 Pass-Around; includes Microphone Kit:with 850mAh Li-
ion battery; 3.5mm - 3.5mm, audio cord, micro USB cable; lanyard for hands-free 
use. 
 

○ IMC-01 Universal Drop-In Microphone with charger that charges both ITM-01 and 
ISM-01 microphones. Incl: US/CAN standard power 
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5. Cost of Project                     $23,700 

Quotations have been received from several vendors. Pricing includes all 

components named above as well as shipping.  

 

 

6. Training and Follow up Needed 

Given the design of the newer equipment and the staff familiarity with classroom 

amplification/sound field systems, there is little training needed.  No installation is 

required other than placement and standard electrical outlets. Setup, orientation for 

staff, and routine maintenance are all within the capacity of our existing staff, including: 

● Speech/language pathologist (orientation, troubleshooting) 

● Custodians (storage of boxes), routine cleaning 

● Technology support staff (interfacing optional capacity with computer for 

recording, etc.) 
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No additional expenses are expected through the current or subsequent years; products 

have 5-year warranty periods. 

 

 

 

Supplemental information and references: 

 

 

Information about the benefits of the system provided by the manufacturer, FRONTROW 

https://www.gofrontrow.com/en/whitepapers 
 
Information about personal and classroom (sound field) amplification systems, including notes 
about the cost-effectiveness of classroom systems:  Frequency Modulation (FM) Systems for 
Children with Normal Hearing  
https://www.audiologyonline.com/articles/frequency-modulation-fm-systems-for-1166 
 
Benefits of personal and sound field systems:  Using Hearing Assistive Technologies in the 
Classroom: When, Why, and How 
https://www.boystownhospital.org/knowledge-center/using-hearing-assistive-technologies-
classroom 
 
How Classroom Amplification Systems Can Improve the Learning Process 
https://www.dataprojections.com/dp-classroom-technology/classroom-amplification-systems/ 
 
 
Article prepared by SMART Technologies (SMARTBOARD): Why Classroom Amplification 
Systems Help Teachers Teach and Student Learn 
http://downloads01.smarttech.com/media/research/whitepapers/classroomamplificationsystem
sfinalnov2008.pdf 
 
 

https://www.gofrontrow.com/en/whitepapers
https://www.audiologyonline.com/articles/frequency-modulation-fm-systems-for-1166
https://www.boystownhospital.org/knowledge-center/using-hearing-assistive-technologies-classroom
https://www.boystownhospital.org/knowledge-center/using-hearing-assistive-technologies-classroom
https://www.dataprojections.com/dp-classroom-technology/classroom-amplification-systems/
http://downloads01.smarttech.com/media/research/whitepapers/classroomamplificationsystemsfinalnov2008.pdf
http://downloads01.smarttech.com/media/research/whitepapers/classroomamplificationsystemsfinalnov2008.pdf

